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The present article approaches, in a 
hierocratic perspective, cardinal Jacob 
of Preneste’s legation to the eastern 
fringe of Christianitas, more precisely 
to transylvania, focusing on aspects 
such as the reasons behind the cardi-
nal’s visit to the Kingdom of Hungary, 
his right to interfere in the internal af-
fairs of said kingdom, and the extent 
to which he fulfilled the planned ob-
jectives.1

in general terms, by hierocracy we 
mean the period that spanned the 12th–
14th centuries, during which the Holy 
see was capable and even allowed to 
intervene in any human activity, re-
ligious or of any other kind.2 Briefly 
put, the Western church reserved the 
right to exercise control over people’s 
lives in any institution and any posi-
tion.3 this right was exercised in keep-
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ing with canon iX of the Dictatus Papae (1075): Quod solius pape pedes omnes 
principes deosculentur.4

the failure to abide by the said canon, as well as the unruly conduct displayed 
by the leaders of the kingdoms of Christianitas, Hungary among them, gave the 
pope the right to dispatch a legation, which was the instrument used by the ro-
man curia to control “the extended heritage of st. Peter.”5 the pope intervened 
in the affairs of European kingdoms by way of the legates.6 a case in point 
is the legation of cardinal Jacob of Preneste (Praenestina) to the Kingdom of 
Hungary (1232–1234), whose purpose was to restore the prestige of the royal 
institution, undermined by andrew ii (1205–1235), who had displayed deviant 
behavior in regard to the Holy see.7

in this case, deviant behavior means that King andrew ii’s actions8 had been 
in violation not only of canon iX (Quod solius pape pedes omnes principes deoscu-
lentur) of the Dictatus Papae, but also of other council rulings, such as those 
adopted during the Fourth lateran council of 1215, more specifically, canons 
67–70,9 which stipulated that the Jews, ishmaelites, or saracens should be re-
moved from any high office within the royal administration. it would appear 
that the Hungarian crown had paid little heed to these council rulings, because, 
a decade and a half later, archbishop robert of Esztergom (Magister Robertus 
Leodiensis), the born legate tasked with the faithful implementation of papal poli-
cies,10 interpreted the royal behavior in hierocratic fashion, excommunicating 
the monarch and placing the kingdom under interdict.11 later on, as the mon-
arch realized that such an attitude was rather counterproductive, he petitioned 
the Holy see to rescind the excommunication. Under these circumstances, the 
onus was on the roman curia, whose legates, more often than not, proved suc-
cessful in restoring the royal prestige.

the king’s request was handled in the specifically hierocratic manner, mean-
ing that rome activated the institution of the legation (Apostolice Sedis Legato) 
and dispatched cardinal Jacob of Preneste12 as legatus de latere to the Kingdom 
of Hungary.

Jacob of Preneste was to assess and analyze the situation, and then formulate 
a conclusion in regard to the king of Hungary. in other words, he was the decid-
ing factor in a possible “reconciliation” between the Holy see and Hungary.13

the actions of cardinal Jacob of Preneste14 went in two directions. First of 
all, they were meant to restore order in the Kingdom of Hungary. However, 
we must not forget that the chaos had been indirectly caused by the roman 
curia itself, following its endorsement of the excommunication formulated by 
the archbishop of Esztergom (strigonium, Gran). the second direction had to 
do with the ecclesiastical life of Hungary, focusing on the observance of church 
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discipline and on the implementation of the council decisions. Our analysis does 
not cover the entire activity carried out by the legate on the territory of the 
Kingdom of Hungary, being limited to those actions that specifically concerned 
transylvania. 

The Trial of the Teutonic Knights 
against the Crown of Hungary

In his capacity as legate, Jacob of Preneste was called upon to look into a dis-
pute of great interest for the Holy see and which had been left in abeyance 
for several years: the teutonic issue. in an official letter issued in anagni, 

Pope Gregory iX (1227–1241) notified the apostolic envoy that representatives 
of the teutonic Order, which in 1225 had been driven out of the land of Bârsa 
(Terra Borza) by King andrew ii, had petitioned the papal curia, as the highest 
judicial instance, to issue a ruling on this matter, as they were the rightful lords 
of the land of Bârsa, which they held on behalf of the Holy see.15

the main reason behind the arrival of the teutonic knights in the land of 
Bârsa, in 1211, had been the defense of the southeastern border of the King-
dom of Hungary—and, by extension, of Christianitas—against the attacks of the 
pagan populations, especially those of the cumans. after settling there, legally 
under the direct authority of the Holy see, the knights carried out economic 
and military activities that brought considerable revenues to themselves and, 
by extension, to the crown (in keeping with the initial agreements), without 
forgetting the benefits obtained by the roman curia itself. However, at least 
according to the knights themselves, this prosperity had stirred the envy of the 
Hungarian king, as this privileged land was quite efficiently run, and therefore 
the king had moved in and driven away the Order from a land that lad been 
confirmed and placed under the protection of the Holy see.16 consequently, the 
actions of the Hungarian king were a slap in the face of rome, as the monarch 
had driven the knights out of an area which, from a geographical and—most 
importantly—political (or indeed institutional) point of view belonged to the 
Holy see and not to the Hungarian crown 

. . . quod terram Boze ac ultra montes nivium fratribus domus Theotonicorum 
regia liberalitate donasti unde terram ipsam sub apostolice sedis protectione suscepi-
mus et libertate donavimus speciali, adeo ut apostolico privilegio statuetimus, eam 
nulli nisi Romano pontifici subiacere . . .17
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the actions taken by andrew ii were indeed questionable, especially from 
a hierocratic point of view, as he had in fact invaded a territory that was under 
the temporal-spiritual suzerainty of rome, and had acted against the interests of 
the Holy see, which he was actually supposed to represent in the region.18 For 
that matter, in 1211 the king himself had “donated”19 the lands in question to 
the teutonic Order, granting them sweeping privileges and exemptions. these 
had been confirmed by the same monarch in 122220 and endorsed by Pope  
Honorius iii (1216–1227).21 Following this papal recognition, the Hungarian 
king was deemed to have relinquished all rights over this region.

the Holy see asked the king to take remedial action and return the lands 
he had seized, and especially to request the return of the teutonic Order. the 
monarch chose not only to disregard the papal dispositions, but to actually defy 
them. this is one of the main reasons that had led to his excommunication.

Presently, Jacob of Preneste was expected to examine each element of the case 
and communicate his findings to the Holy see. Following this, the latter, in its 
capacity as the highest judicial instance, was to issue a final ruling.

as we have already indicated, the land of Bârsa had been granted to the teu-
tonic Order for military-defensive purposes, first and foremost at the behest of 
the Hungarian crown, but their arrival had also served the hierocratic agenda of 
the roman curia.22 the teutonic knights were expected to defend not only the 
southeastern border of the Kingdom of Hungary but, by extension, the border 
of Christianitas itself. it follows logically that this was a region of considerable 
interest for the Holy see. seeking to strengthen its institutional presence in the 
region, rome sought to establish a bishopric, especially for the newly-arrived 
residents. thus, the bishop of Eger (agria, Erlau) was asked to appoint a bishop 
for the land of Bârsa, at the proposal of the knights. it appears that the teuton-
ic Order preferred direct subordination to the Bishop of rome, as the document 
sent to legate Jacob of Preneste clearly indicates that “this land had no bishop or 
prelate apart from the roman pontiff.”23

Before Jacob of Preneste,24 the case of the teutonic Order had been handled 
by another legate, conrad of Urach, the bishop of Porto-santa rufina, dis-
patched to the Kingdom of Hungary especially for this purpose in 1225, but no 
satisfactory solution had been found.

the time at his disposal, limited to only two years (1232–1234), did not 
allow Jacob of Preneste to properly look into the teutonic issue, which was 
therefore left in abeyance. later on, after the end of Jacob of Preneste’s legation, 
the roman curia entrusted the case to Berthold, the patriarch of aquileia, and 
to archbishop robert of Esztergom.25
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The Dispute between the Bishopric of Transylvania,  
the Benedictine Abbey of Cluj,  
and the Deanery of the Land of Bârsa

The holy see had also mandated its legatus de latere to look into a case 
involving the Bishopric of transylvania,26 informing him that the dis-
pute in question had also been examined by Egidius, subdeacon and 

pontifical chaplain, who was present in Hungary at that time. the opposing 
parties were Bishop rainald, representing the Bishopric of transylvania, and the 
convent of the cluj (Kolozsvár, Klausenburg) monastery.

Egidius had submitted the case to the attention of the Holy see, notifying the 
parties that they were to appear before the roman curia on 8 november 1231, 
either in person or through a representative. the only one present on the day in 
question had been the representative of the Bishopric of transylvania, as the con-
vent of the cluj monastery had failed to send anybody. the case was then passed 
on to Bishop Bulchu of cenad (chanadinum, nagycsanád, tschanad), who was 
to question the parties. Once again the cluj monastery failed to send a repre-
sentative. Presently, legate Jacob of Preneste was therefore asked to compel the 
monastery to pay the legal expenses incurred by the Bishopric of transylvania.

the conflict between the two ecclesiastical institutions had been simmering 
for quite a long time. in 1222, Pope Honorius iii had delegated the bishop of 
vác27 (vacium, Waitzen) to find out the truth about the alleged persecution of 
the cluj monastery by the canons of the Bishopric of transylvania. the docu-
ment issued by the papal chancellery indicated that the monastery was directly 
subordinated to the Holy see and therefore enjoyed the right of exemption, in 
keeping with the privileges granted by both the roman curia and the crown of 
Hungary. nevertheless William, the local bishop, had continued the offensive 
polices initiated by his predecessor, adrian, imprisoning the abbot and several 
clergymen from the monastery. He had also burned the documents issued by 
the Holy see that confirmed the privileges granted to the monastery, making it 
impossible for the latter to justify its disobedience in regard to the Bishopric of 
transylvania. after losing its charters of privileges the abbey was left destitute, 
following the actions taken by the agents of the local bishop. the accusations 
against the bishop of transylvania were therefore most serious, as he had acted 
against the interests of the church of rome. legate Jacob of Preneste was to 
investigate the matter and question the parties, but the ruling was to come from 
the roman curia and not from the legate himself.28

three years after the investigation carried out in 1222 by the bishop of vác, 
Honorius iii had confirmed that the abbot of the cluj monastery had the right 
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to wear the miter and the ring, the exterior symbols of exemption, meaning that 
he was not under the authority of the local bishopric.29

the pontifical letter received by Jacob of Preneste presented all the aforemen-
tioned facts, but he nevertheless decided in favor of rainald, the local bishop, 
and against the abbey, overlooking the fact that the Holy see itself had recon-
firmed the right of exemption enjoyed by the cluj monastery. Even if the precise 
reasons behind the questionable decision taken by the legate remain unknown, 
we can assume that the solution found by him was largely unsatisfactory, as the 
case was reopened three years later, in 1235, by the bishop of cumania.30

the Bishopric of transylvania had also exceeded its attributions when it 
came to the clergymen from the land of Bârsa, being warned by the Holy see 
to desist from its expansionist actions. the same rainald—mentioned in docu-
ments as bishop Ultrasilvanus—drew criticism from the pope, who asked him to 
refrain from making any claims over the land of Bârsa, whose only legitimate 
bishop was the Bishop of rome 

. . . ab apostolica sede concessas, nullum preter Romanum pontificem episcopum ha-
beat vel, tu, sicut eorum nobis conquestio patefecit, in ea tibi iurisdictionem indebi-
tam usurpare contendens, presbyteros et clericos ipsius terre ad sinodum tuam vocas, 
et tam ab eis quam a laicis decimas et alia episcopalia iura niteris extorquere . . ., 

while the policies conducted by the transylvanian bishop, intended to bring un-
der his authority all inhabitants of the region, be they clergymen or lay people, 
were illegal.31 in order to put an end to the divisive policies of the local bishop, 
Pope Honorius iii eliminated any possible doubt by officially recognizing “ter-
ra Borza” as a papal land (. . . prefatam terram in ius et proprietatem beati Petri 
suscipimus, et eam sub speciali apostolice sedis protectione ac defensione perpetuis tem-
poribus permanere sancimus . . .), directly subordinated to the Holy see.32 to that 
effect, the roman curia issued a letter addressed to all prelates in the Kingdom 
of Hungary, and implicitly to Bishop rainald of transylvania, indicating that no 
prelate should attempt to exercise authority over the land of Bârsa.33

Jacob of Preneste was tasked to implement this ruling and therefore punish 
the bishop of transylvania for his attempt to subordinate the clergy from the 
land of Bârsa. in this matter as well, the legatus de latere failed to find a solu-
tion, and this case, just like the previous one, would have to be taken up by the 
bishop of cumania.

should anyone have questioned the pertinence of his decisions, Jacob of 
Preneste could have defended himself by arguing that the two short years spent 
in Hungary had not been sufficient for an in-depth investigations of all matters 
brought to his attention. However, the cases left in abeyance or improperly 
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solved were once again given to the same cardinal Jacob of Preneste after his re-
turn to rome. the bishop of transylvania had lodged an appeal with the Holy 
see, arguing that the clergymen in the land of Bârsa had failed to recognize 
what he considered to be his rightful authority.

the case in question had seemingly been closed by the former legate, but it 
would appear that he had been wrong to rule in favor of the bishop of transyl-
vania on the basis of evidence provided by the latter.

the document invoked by the head of the transylvanian diocese had been 
the one issued in 1213 by the then bishop, William, who, on his own initia-
tive, had ordered the priests ordained for the land of Bârsa to recognize the 
authority of the bishop of transylvania.34 Five years later, in 1218, the Holy see 
had granted recognition to the action taken by Bishop William.35 the incum-
bent Bishop rainald conveniently overlooked the fact that in 122336 the roman 
curia had ordered the bishop of Eger to assist in the appointment of a titular 
bishop of the region inhabited by the teutonic knights. this meant that the 
previous ruling invoked by rainald was null and void, while the clergymen in 
the land of Bârsa, with their own bishop, were subordinated directly to rome 
and not to the bishop of transylvania.

By 1224 the status of the land of Bârsa had been clarified by the Holy see, 
so there was no legitimacy to rainald’s claims. Despite all that, the former leg-
ate, Jacob of Preneste, disregarded the documents in question and decided in 
favor of rainald, the local bishop. Before any official document to that effect 
could be issued and as the appeal was still being tried in rome, richwinus, the 
procurator of the church of rome, raised objections to the decision taken by 
cardinal Jacob of Preneste, demonstrating that it was detrimental to the church 
of rome.

in an attempt to secure a proper ruling, the case was taken from Jacob of 
Preneste and handed over to Otto, the cardinal-deacon of st. nicholas in car-
cere.37 this was a symbolic blow to the reputation of cardinal Jacob of Preneste, 
who had seemingly issued a ruling detrimental to the roman curia. in a later 
stage, the aforementioned bishop of cumania38 was tasked with solving the case.

The Dispute over the Appointment  
of the Bishop of Oradea39

Another dispute that cardinal Jacob of Preneste was expected to solve 
concerned the election of the new bishop of Oradea (Magnovaradinum, 
nagyvárad, Großwardein). in point of fact, two representatives of the 

Bishopric of Oradea had gone to rome to complain about the situation.40 the 
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issue was as follows: subdeacon Primogenitus had been elected bishop by a 
majority of the chapter’s members, but those who disagreed with this result 
had elected their own bishop in the person of Benedict, the lector excommu-
nicated by the archbishop of Esztergom. the election of Benedict had been 
illegal, involving voter fraud, as confirmed by archbishop Ugrin of Kalocsa 
(Kollotschau), whose jurisdiction included the Bishopric of Oradea. the case 
had been taken up by the abbot of st. Gotthard, who validated the election of 
Primogenitus and excommunicated all of Benedict’s followers.

cardinal Jacob of Preneste was called upon to reopen the case, as those who 
had been excommunicated had lodged an appeal with the Holy see. the case 
concerning the election of the bishop of Oradea seems to have dragged on 
without any final outcome, even if some rulings were issued. in what Jacob of 
Preneste is concerned, he was also unable to do anything in this matter. that the 
trial was proceeding with no end in sight is also indicated by the fact that, once 
Jacob of Preneste stopped dealing with it, the case was taken up by rainerius, 
cardinal-deacon of the church of st. Mary in cosmedin.

the contribution of the former legate Jacob of Preneste to this case is re-
vealed by the letters sent by Pope Gregory iX to the bishop of Pécs (Quinque 
Ecclesiae, Fünfkirchen) and to the provost of veszprém (vesprim, Weißbrunn), 
asking them to carry out the ruling issued by the cardinal of Preneste, namely, 
to pay the outstanding expenses as calculated by the legate himself and incurred 
during his stay in the Kingdom of Hungary.41

the legate had also been tasked to inform the roman curia about the life 
and activity of the former archbishop luke of Esztergom, who had been slated 
for canonization.42 two years prior, this task had been entrusted to the bishop 
of cenad,43 but now the pope wanted additional data and evidence to supple-
ment those already gathered and sent to the Holy see. in spite of this whole 
endeavor, the canonization of luke, the former archbishop of Esztergom, never 
took place.44

Resolving the Dispute between the Holy See  
and the Kingdom of Hungary

Quite naturally, one of the tasks entrusted to cardinal Jacob of Preneste 
regarded the very situation of the Kingdom of Hungary, which also af-
fected certain parts of transylvania. located on the fringes of christen-

dom, this kingdom had acquired a number of features that it did not share with 
most of its western counterparts. One such feature concerned the non-christians 
living in the kingdom, especially the Jews and the ishmaelites, who were sup-
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posed to be removed from any high office in the realm following the decisions 
adopted during the Fourth lateran council of 1215. Failure to comply with 
these decisions was punishable by royal excommunication and the placement of 
the country under interdict. this is precisely what had led to the excommunica-
tion of the Hungarian king45 and to the subsequent legation of cardinal Jacob 
of Preneste. it is quite certain that the communities in question, present all over 
the Kingdom of Hungary, could also be found in transylvania.

cardinal Jacob of Preneste was sent to the kingdom of andrew ii in order 
to compel the king to implement canons 67–70 adopted in 1215.46 the Holy 
see considered that the king was in breach of these provisions and had favored 
the non-christians, who had become defiant in regard to the christians living 
in Hungary.47

For the punishment to be rescinded, an essential requirement was the elimi-
nation of the aforementioned categories from any high office in the realm. in 
this regard, at least on the surface, this was achieved by way of the oath to the 
church of rome taken by the king and his sons, somewhere in the region of 
Bereg (Comitatus Bereghiensis).48 the king of Hungary pledged to remove the 
Jews, ishmaelites, etc. from any administrative office and intervene wherever 
the categories in question were said to own christian slaves.49 Furthermore, the 
christians were banned from marrying or living alongside Jews or saracens, 
and the other way around, the punishment in this case involving the seizure of 
all assets. a solution was also found on the issue regarding the distribution of 
salt, a pending dispute between the crown of Hungary and the local church, 
and the document thus issued indicated the precise amount to be received by 
each ecclesiastical establishment. any activity in the realm that was likely to have 
ecclesiastical implications was to be carried out only after prior consultation 
with the two archbishops of Hungary, those of Esztergom and Kalocsa.50 the 
king also pledged noninterference in any marital case, recognizing the exclusive 
jurisdiction of the church over such matters.

as the document in question indicates, the king and his son, Béla iv, took 
this oath before the papal legate and in the presence of archbishop robert of 
Esztergom, of the provost of alba (Fehér, Weissenburg), the abbot of Oradea, 
and others. the document was drawn up by archbishop Ugrin of Kalocsa, in 
his capacity as chancellor of the royal court.51 apart from the aforementioned 
pledges, the king was to pay to the church, as normally expected, all outstand-
ing debts, be these tithes or other taxes specific to the system of alliances that 
included the Kingdom of Hungary. it could be argued that the agreement con-
cluded at Bereg put an end to the disputes between Hungary and rome. at 
the political level, this was the most important issue that needed a resolution, 
and the final outcome was clearly in favor of the church of rome. the king of 
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Hungary could do little but accept all that was requested of him, in order for the 
excommunication and the interdict to be rescinded.

if we look at the overall picture, the legation of cardinal Jacob of Preneste52 
fell short of expectations, at least from a hierocratic point of view, as it failed to 
fully impose the discipline requested by the Holy see. if we tally the erroneous 
decisions, we could even conclude that in most cases the papal legate, cardinal 
Jacob of Preneste, actually acted against the interests of the roman curia whose 
legate he was.

(Translated by Bogdan aldea)
q
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Abstract
The Implications for Transylvania  
of Cardinal Jacob of Preneste’s Legation (1232–1234)

the present article approaches, in a hierocratic perspective, cardinal Jacob of Preneste’s legation 
to the eastern fringe of Christianitas, more precisely to transylvania, focusing on aspects such as 
the reasons behind the cardinal’s visit to the Kingdom of Hungary, his right to interfere in the 
internal affairs of said kingdom, and the extent to which he fulfilled the planned objectives. if we 
look at the overall picture, the legation of cardinal Jacob of Preneste fell short of expectations, at 
least from a hierocratic point of view, as it failed to fully impose the discipline requested by the 
Holy see. if we tally the erroneous decisions, we could even conclude that in most cases the papal 
legate, cardinal Jacob of Preneste, actually acted against the interests of the roman curia, whose 
legate he was.
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